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INTRODUCTION: Inborn Errors of Metabolism (IEM) are congenital diseases, and their study generates
epidemiological evidence that leads to defining strategies for an adequate diagnosis, management and
treatment. The Malaria Vaccine and Drug Development Center (MVDC) with the advice of the Laboratory
of Metabolism of Santiago de Compostela, the Asoclinic Laboratory and with funding from the
Government of Valle del Cauca and the Ministry of Science and Technology, is the first Center to carry
out Expanded Neonatal Screening by Tandem Mass Spectrometry (MS/MS) in Colombia.
OBJECTIVES: Preliminary study to determine the prevalence of IEM dependent on amino acids (AA) and
acylcarnitines (AC) using MS/MS in healthy and suspected newborns from Valle del Cauca.MATERIALS
AND METHODS: A cross-sectional study is being carried out in healthcare centers from Valle del Cauca
(Cali, Buenaventura, Palmira and Buga), for the screening of 30,000 healthy newborns and 1,500 infants
with a suspicion of IEM. Heel blood discs are mixed with internal standards (isotopes) of AA, AC and
Succinylacetone. The extracts are evaporated (N2(g)), derivatized (ButOH) and reconstituted for the
quantification of 60 metabolites for the screening of 35 IEM (Amino acidopathies, organic acidurias and
fatty acid-beta oxidation disorders). The samples are injected using a liquid chromatograph and
measured by MS/MS (QTrap 3200, TQ 4500 and API 3200, Sciex). External quality control is performed
with the CDC's NSQAP quality assurance. RESULTS: Until December 2021, 3,096 healthy newborns and
220 infants with suspicion of IEM had been screened. No confirmed cases of IEM have been detected so
far. The values of the concentration of the metabolites and their ratios are within the percentiles P1, P5,
P95 and P99 calculated, indicating normal magnitudes for newborns. The collected data meet the
assumptions of homoscedasticity and normality of errors (Shapiro-Wilks, p>0.05). CONCLUSIONS: In
the samples studied in both, healthy newborns and infants with suspicion of IEM , no cases associated
with IEM have been detected. Despite its limitations, this study currently gives children and their families
the option of being tested in the country and in the long term the creation of an expanded national
screening program.
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